
HBASE WRITE AHEAD LOG PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

HBase is an open-source, NoSQL, distributed, non-relational, versioned, begin to come into play such as coordination
and management of remote processes, locking, data WAL: Write Ahead Log is a file on the distributed file system. a
particular row can require many disk reads and cause slow overall performance.

In the case of HBase, being built on top of Apache Hadoop platform, it supports Map Reduce and a variety of
connectors to other solutions such as Apache Hive and Apache Spark to enable larger aggregation queries and
complex analytics. You can run HBase atop a native file system for development purposes, but a deployed
HBase cluster runs on HDFS, which -- as mentioned earlier -- seems like a poor playground for HBase. And
that also pretty much describes the write-path of HBase. A first step was done to make the HBase classes
independent of the underlaying file format. However, because HBase is a column-oriented database, no two
rows in a table need have the same columns. You would ask why that is the case? This is done by the
LogRoller class and thread. What is required is a feature that allows to read the log up to the point where the
crashed server has written it or as close as possible. An observer is a user-written Java class that defines
methods to be invoked when certain HBase events occur. Why not write all edits for a specific region into its
own log file? It is very fast, as it avoids moving the disk drive head. Fortunately HBase makes use of several
other mature technologies, such as Apache Hadoop and Apache ZooKeeper , to solve many of these issues.
Consider disabling tables instead of dropping. If a region server or the active HMaster fails to send a heartbeat,
the session is expired and the corresponding ephemeral node is deleted. Zookeeper keeps track of how many
region servers are there, which region servers are holding from which data node to which data node. It also
saves the last written sequence number so the system knows what was persisted so far. Region servers and the
active HMaster connect with a session to ZooKeeper. Previous tests using the older syncFs call did show that
calling it for every record slows down the system considerably. HFile block replication happens automatically.
As far as HBase and the log is concerned you can turn down the log flush times to as low as you want - you
are still dependent on the underlaying file system as mentioned above; the stream used to store the data is
flushed but is it written to disk yet? Bloom filters help to skip files that do not contain a certain row key. All
the common things like connection handling, node management and exceptions are handled here. This allows
lookups to be performed with a single disk seek. HBase Tables are divided horizontally by row key range into
Regions. A list of tables is also provided. We rarely see customers who exceed 1 GB block size while
benchmarking performance with flushes and compactions. HBase 1. A flush that writes store files to Amazon
S3 should occur as soon as possible after data is added. HBase has no sense of data types; everything is stored
as an array of bytes. Should the master node crash, the cluster can still operate in a steady-state mode --
managing read and write requests -- but cannot execute any of the operations that require the master's
coordination such as rebalancing. The append in Hadoop 0. Either flush manually or tune flush settings to
minimize lag time. This is where its at. It is very fast, as it avoids moving the disk drive head. Minor
compaction reduces the number of storage files by rewriting smaller files into fewer but larger ones,
performing a merge sort. HBase is a column-oriented data store, meaning it stores data by columns rather than
by rows.


